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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Sierra Club and the Powder River Basin Resource Council (collectively, 

"Citizens") respectfully request the Wyoming Environmental Quality Council ("EQC") set aside 

the November 2 1,2007 final determination of Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ") 

Director John Corra that Two Elk Generation Partners ("TEGP") has not discontinued 

construction of its proposed "Two Elk" coal-fired power plant south of Gillette, Wyoming, for a 

period of 24 months or more. Director Corra's November 21,2007 determination represents a 

reversal of D E Q s  earlier, factually supported position that TEGP had discontinued physical, on- 

site construction of Two Elk for 24 months or more as set forth in the August 20,2007 letter 

from Dave Finley, Air Quality Division Administrator, to TEGP. Director Corra' s subsequent 

determination relied on alleged "confidential business information," unrelated to the physical, 

on-site construction of Two Elk, to make his determination. Moreover, the information that Mr. 

Corra relied upon was never disclosed to the EQC or the public. 

2. Citizens also respectfully request the EQC to find that TEGP never legitimately 

commenced construction of Two Elk in 2005. Although TEGP commenced construction of a 

stack foundation in 2005. because TEGP never performed any additional on-site work related to 

the stack foundation or any other pemanent Two Elk structure, TEGP never commenced 



constmction of Two Elk in 2005. 

3. Citizens funher respectfully request the EQC to find that DEQ3s modification of 

permit CT- 1352A. that extended TEGP's commence construction deadline by over three pears, 

from 2002 to 2005, invalid because such permit modification was not preceded by public notice 

or the opportunity to comment. and failed to show that TEGP had made a satisfactory showing 

that an extension was justified. 

4. Citizens additionally ask the EQC to order DEQ to release immediately to 

Citizens all records related to Two Elk. DEQ has refused to disclose such records for at least a 

month after they were requested by Citizens in writing on November 29 and 30,2007. 

5. Citizens finally respectfully request that the EQC stay the effectiveness of DEQ's 

determination that TEGP did not discontinue construction, as set forth in the November 2 1,2007 

"Joint Stipulated Settlement Agreement" filed in EQC Docket No. 07-260 1, pending the 

outcome of this appeal. 

11. EQC JURISDICTION 

6. The EQC has jurisdiction to review DEQ Director John Corra's final 

determination that TEGP had not discontinued construction for 24 months pursuant to the 

Environmental Quality Act and DEQ Rules of Practice and Procedure. The EQC also has 

jurisdiction to determine rFIIC;P did not commence constmction of Two Elk in 2005, that DEQ's 

three-year extension of TEGP's 2002 commence construction deadline is invalid, and to order 

DEQ to release Two Elk documents to Citizens. 

7. Pursuant to Wyo. Stat. fj 35- 1 1 - 1 12(a), the Environmental Quality Council shall: 



(iii) Conduct hearings in any case contesting the administration or enforcement of 
any law. rule. regulation. standard or order issued or administered by the 
department or any division thereof: [and] 

(iv) Conduct hearings in any case contesting the grant, denial, suspension, 
reyocation or renelval of any permit, license, certification or variance authorized 
or required by this act. 

8. '*The EQC is the body established by the Wyoming legislature to hear and decide 

disputes arising from the implementation of the Wyoming Environmental Quality Act. The EQC 

is to '[c]onduct hearings in any case contesting the administration or enforcement of any law, 

rule, regulation, standard or order issued or administered by the [DEQ] or any division thereof 

[.I' Wyo. Stat. § 35- 1 1 - 1 12(a)(iii) (1 997):' Platte Development Co. v. Environmental Quality 

Council, 966 P.2d 972.975 (Wyo. 1998). 

9. Pursuant to DEQ Rules of Practice & Procedure, Ch. 1, Sec. 16: 

(a) Unless otherwise provided by these Rules or the Environmental Quality Act, 
all appeals to Council from final actions of the Administrators or Director shall be 
made within sixty (60) days of such action. 

10. Because Citizens seek to contest DEQ's administration and enforcement of 

WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 2(h). WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 4(a), 40 C.F.R. tj 5 1.166(b)(9), the 

Environmental Quality Act at Wyo. Stat. tj 35-1 1-1 101 (a), and TEGP permit CT-1352B 

condition 4, and to contest DEQ's effective renewal of permit CT-1352B, the EQC has 

jurisdiction over this matter. 

111. FACTS 

1 1. In 1996. more than ten years ago. TEGP submitted an application to DEQ to 

construct a 250 megawatt (PV1W) coal-fired power plant called Two Elk south of Gillette, 

Wyoming. After providing public notice and opportunity to comment pursuant to WAQSR 



Section 2 1 (m). on February 27. 1998, DEQ issued air quality construction pemit CT- 1352 to 

TEGP. Permit CT-1352. condition 6. stated that the pemit would become invalid if TEGP did 

not commence construction of the Two Elk plant by February, 27,2000, or if TEGP discontinued 

construcrion for 24 months or more, 

12. In August of 1999 TEGP requested its first two-year extension of the Febmary 27, 

2000 commence constrtlction deadline. 

13. Afier providing public notice and opportunity to comment pursuant to WAQSR 

Chapter 6, Section 2(m), on February 17,2000. DEQ agreed to the two-year extension by issuing 

air quality construction permit CT- 1 3 52A. Permit CT- 13 52A extended TEGP's obligation to 

commence construction from February 17,2000, to February 17,2002. DEQ expressed no 

determination that TEGP had made a satisfactory showing that an extension was justified 

consistent with WAQSR Chapter 6. Section 2(h). 

14. On January 28,2002, TEGP represented in a letter to DEQ that it had commenced 

construction of the Two Elk plant. 

15. On February 8.2002. however, DEQ concluded that TEGP had failed to show it 

had commenced construction of the Two Elk plant. 

1 6. On February 1 2.2002, TEGP therefore requested a second extension of its 

deadline to commence construction. According to TEGP's extension request to DEQ, "[gliven 

the fact that the Project is at least very close to commencing constmction, we agree that a six (6) 

month extension should be srll-ficient to make cefiain that the 'commencement of constmetion? 

trigger is met." 

17. On March 15,2002 DEQ again extended TEGP's commence construction 



deadline. this time for six months to August 20.2002. According to then-DEQ Administrator 

Dart Olson: 

I am going to extend Permit CT1352A for a six-month period on a one time basis 
only. I will not consider a further extension of the permit. Construction must 
be initiated and meet the regulatow definition of "commenced" construction by 
August 20,2007 or the permit will expire. 

DEQ expressed no detemination that TEGP had made a satisfactory showing that an extension 

was justified consistent with WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 2(h). DEQ provided no public notice 

or opportunity to comment on this permit modification. 

18. On July 30.3002, TEGP filed a "Notice of Commencement of Construction" with 

DEQ. According to its notice. TEGP stated that it "anticipates commencing construction on or 

about August 5,2002 and continuing thereafter. TEGP expects that construction activities will 

achieve the milestone of driving piles for major apparatus (boiler) foundation placement by 

August 20,2002." In its notice TEGP provided no evidence of physical, on-site construction, nor 

did it provide contracts showing it was committed to a continuous program of construction. 

19. On August 2,2002, DEQ Administrator Dan Olson promptly responded to 

TEGP's "notice of commencement," reminding TEGP that he had not only granted the six month 

extension *'on a one time basis only." but that he had "cautioned in my March 15,2002, letter 

that any construction on a "major emitting facility" initiated by August 20, 2002, must also meet 

the regulatory definition of 'commenced construction' for the permit to remain valid." After 

setting forth the legal definition of "commenced construction" found at Chapter 6,  Section 

4(a)(ii) of the WAQSR and at 40 C.F.R. Part 5 1.166(b)(9), and long-standing agency 

interpretation of that tenn. Mr. Olson summarized: 



I appreciate the fact that you desire confirmation that the requirements for 
commencement of construction have been achie\red by your planned activities. 
Bet'ore assurance can be provided, I must have documentation of activities (such 
as binding contract and detailed construction schedule for on site support 
structures) or binding contracts for site specific equipment that meet the specifics 
outline above prior to August 20.2002. 

20. On August 2 1.2002. TEGP sent a letter to DEQ heralding yet another 

commencement of construction of the Two Elk project. TEGP's letter included pictures of three 

steel beams driven into undisturbed ground and a general bar chart for construction. TEGP's 

letter included no evidence of any binding construction contracts. 

21. On August 22.2002. DEQ personnel inspected the Two Elk site. They observed 

three steel beams driven into the dirt, but no other on-going construction activity. A month later, 

on September 19,2002, DEQ personnel inspected the site. During this second inspection they 

observed the same three steel beams driven into the dirt. They observed no ongoing 

construction, and no change in site conditions since the August 22,2002 inspection. 

22. On September 27,2002, lacking any evidence of binding contracts or on-going 

construction. DEQ informed TEGP in writing that permit CT- 1352A was no longer valid because 

of TEGP's failure to commence construction by August 20,2002. 

23. TEGP thereupon, with greater success, commenced to find a lawyer. On October 

23,2002, TEGP filed a petition before the EQC challenging DEQ's determination that permit 

C7-1352A was not valid as a result of TEGP's failure to commence construction by August 20, 

2002. EQC Docket No. 02-2601. TEGP was represented by Mary A. Throne, a former DEQ air 

quality attorney who had represented Mr. Olson in his official capacity on many occasions. 

24. To settle its appeal. Ms. Throne demanded that DEQ give TEGP a third extension 



of its obligation to commence construction of the Two Elk plant. from August 20, 2002 to h4ay 

29,2005, 

25. Rather than li\e by its statement that TEGP would not be granted another 

extension, or b) its legal deremination that permit CT-1352A had become invalid on August 20. 

2002. DEQ capitulated to TEGP's extension demand. On May 29,2003, therefore, DEQ issued 

to TEGP air quality permit CI- l352B that contained a new May 29.2005 commence 

construction deadline. 

26. DEQ provided no public notice or opportunity to comment on its significant 

modification of permit CT-1352A. DEQ expressed no determination that TEGP had made a 

satisfactory showing that an extension of permit CT-1352A was justified consistent with 

WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 2(h). DEQ's new permit CT-1352B continued to provide that it 

would become invalid if TEGP discontinued construction for two years or more. 

27. To demonstrate that it had commenced construction by May 29, 2005, permit CT- 

1352B at paragraph 4 required TEGP at a minimum to complete on-site construction of a 

foundation for either the main boiler, main stack, steam turbine or air-cooled condenser, and to 

enter into a binding written contract to purchase a site-specific main boiler or steam turbine that 

was not contingent on any future action. 

28. On July 18.2005. DEQ determined that, prior to May 29,2005. TEGP had pored 

a foundation for the main stack and. apparently, had entered into a binding written contract to 

purchase a main boiler or steam turbine. DEQ thus determined at that time that TEGP had 

commenced construction of the Two Elk plant. Thereafter it was TEGP's obligation to proceed 

with a continuous program of construction and not to discontinue construction for a period of 24 



n2onths or more. 

29. On June 7.2007. DEQ conducted an inspection of the Two Elk site and 

discovered that there had been no additional construction since TEGP pored the stack foundation 

in 2005, 

30. On August 22.2007, in a letter from DEQ Administrator Dave Finley, DEQ 

informed TEGP that its construction permit was no longer valid because no construction had 

taken place for the last two years. According to Mr. Finely, DEQ's detemination that no 

construction had taken place at the Two Elk site was based on the following observations: 

On May 3 1.2005, DEQIAQD Inspector Mike Warren inspected the Two Elk site 
and observed a concrete foundation for the main stack. In June 7, 2007, 
DEQ/AQD Inspector Mike Warren conducted an inspection of the Two Elk site 
and observed that there had been no additional dirt work or construction since his 
2005 inspection. My review of your periodic status reports supports Mr. Warren's 
observations and leads me to conclude that the last date for any construction was 
before May 29, 2005. and that no construction has occurred since that date up to 
and including the DEQIAQD's last on-site inspection on June 7,2007. 
Additionally, no construction activities have been documented in TEGP7s status 
reports during that time period. 

3 1. On October 19.2007, TEGP filed before the Environmental Quality Council a 

challenge to DEQ's August 22, 2007 detemination. Styled as a "Petition for Review and 

Request for Stay." TEGP argued that DEQ's detemination amounted to a "revocation'? of its 

permit for which the Environmental Quality Act allows a contested case hearing. Wyo. Stat. 8 

1 1 - 1 1 i TEGP's petition did not challenge any of the specific factual findings of DEQ. 

32. On November 2 I ,  2007, based on a review of purported confidential business 

information provided by TEGP. DEQ Director John Corra reversed DEQ's prior determination 

that construction had been discontinued for 24 months or more. According to the Joint 



Stipulated Sertlement .Agreement: 

[Tlhe DEQiAQD rr\*iewed TEGP's confidential business information and other 
documentation relating to (i) demolition, construction and relocation of an oil and 
gas pipeline operated by Belle Fourche Pipeline Company; (ii) construction of the 
required main access road: (iii) safety-related demolition, construction and 
reconditioning of an oil and gas well operated by Justice Oil Company: (iv) 
TEGP's binding and irre\.ocable contractual obligations relating to the Two Elk 
Plant and (13) other ekidence of TEGP's past financial expenditures and ongoing 
financial and contractual commitments to the project including, without 
limitation. a large generator interconnection agreement with PacifiCorp to provide 
the transmission line capable of connecting the Two Elk Plant to the western 
transmission grid. and found that such confidential business information and other 
documentation collectively demonstrated that TEGP had not discontinued 
construction for a period of 24 months or more. 

33. None of the five types of activities identified in the settlement agreement describe 

any physical, on-site construction of the Two Elk plant. Thus none of the facts described in the 

settlement agreement support a determination that TEGP was engaged in a continuous program 

of physical, on-site construction of Two Elk between 2005 and 2007. 

34. TEGP did not commence construction of Two Elk by February 27,2000 as 

required by Permit CT-1352, or by February 17,2002 as required by Permit CT-1352A, or by 

August 20,2002 as required by Permit CT- 1352A as extended, or by May 29,2005 as required 

by Permit CT-1352B. 

35. Even if TEGP commenced construction at some time between 1998 and 2005, 

TEGP failed to engage in a continuous program of actual on-site constmction during that period. 

Between 1998 and 2007. ?'tGP discontinued construction for a period or periods of 24 months or 

more. 

36. TEGP will not complete the construction of Two Elk within a reasonable time. 

37. DEQ significantly modified permit CT-1352A on March 15,2002, by extending 



TEGP's deadline to commence construction by six months. DEQ did not provide public notice 

or opportunity to comment on its March 15.2002 pemit modification pursuant to WAQSR 

Chapter 6. Section 2(m). 

38. DEQ again significantly modified pemit CT-1352A on May 29,2003, by 

extending TEGP's deadliile to commence construction by two years and nine months. DEQ did 

not provide public notice or opportunity to comment on its May 29,2003 permit modification 

pursuant to WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 2(m). 

39. DEQ did not make a determination for each of the deadline extensions it granted 

to TEGP that TEGP had made a satisfactory showing that an extension was justified consistent 

with WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 2(h). 

40. For each deadline extension granted by DEQ, the agency did not review and re- 

evaluate the emission limits and other requirements in Permit CT- 1352B to determine whether 

they reflect current Best Available Control Technology (BACT). WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 

4(b)(ii)(A). The emission limits and other requirements in Permit CT- 1 3 52B do not reflect 

current BACT. 

4 1. Citizens' rneinbers reside in, work in, or regularly visit and use the resources of 

Campbell County and the Thunder Basin Grasslands, the airsheds that would be most 

immediately impacted by emissions from TEGP's Two Elk plant. The aesthetic, recreational, 

environmental. spiritual. economic and health-related interests of Citizens' members have been 

injured by DEQ's failure to properly administer the Enviro ental Quality Act, the Wyoming 

Air Quality Standards and Regulations, and TEGP permits. The interests of Citizens members 

that are directly injured by DEQ's actions and inactions set forth herein include. but are not 



limited to: ( I )  breathing clean air. (2) having new sources of air pollution follow all applicable 

laws, including all pemitting requirements and the installation of current Best Available Control 

Technolog?i_ (3) viek~ing the sky, natural scenev and wildlife unimpaired by unnecessary 

pollution, and (4) protecting the natural ecology of the region from air pollution related impacts. 

The interests of Citizens's members have been, and unless the relief requested herein is granted, 

will continue to be, adversely affected by DEQ's actions and inactions complained of herein. 

42. On No~ember 29 and 30,2007, pursuant to the Wyoming Public Records Act, 

Wyo. Stat. tj 16-4-201, er seq., Citizens submitted two written requests to DEQ for all relevant 

Two Elk documents. To date. DEQ has refused to provide Citizens access to any Two Elk 

documents for at least a month. DEQ has not, pursuant to the Environmental Quality Act at 

Wyo. Stat. tj 35- 1 1 - 1 10 1 (a). demonstrated that any of the documents it is withholding contain 

trade secrets. 

43. As of the date of this filing, Citizens have been significantly hindered by DEQ's 

refusal to allow them access to all Two Elk documents not otherwise available on DEQ's 

website. Citizens therefore reserve their right to revise and augment the allegations herein once 

access to the Two Elk docu~nents is allowed. 

IV. ISSUES ON APPEAL 

A. The EQC Should Overlam DEO's Determination That TEGP Did Not 
Discontinue Canstruetion For Two Years or More. 

44. Pursuant to Wyo. Stat. 5 3 5- 1 1 - 1 12(a). the Environmental Quality Council shall: 

(iii) Conduct hearings in any case contesting the administration or enforcement of 
any law, rule, regulation, standard or order issued or administered by the 
department or any division thereof; [and] 



(iv) Conduct hearings in any case contesting the grant, denial, suspension, 
revocation or reneual of any permit, license, certification or variance authorized 
or required by this act. 

45, Citizens contest nEQ"s administration of Perrnit CT-Ii52B, condition 4; and 

WAQSR Chapter 6. Section 2(h). by determining TEGP did not discontinue construction for 24 

months or more. 

46. DEQ determined on August 20,2007 that Permit CT-1352B was invalid because 

TEGP discontinued construction of the Two Elk plant for 24 months or more. DEQ thereafter 

effectively renewed permit C'f-13523 by reversing its previous determination to find TEGP did 

not discontinue construction for 24 months or more. Citizens contest DEQ's effective renewal of 

TEGP's invalid permit. 

47. Permit CT-1352B, condition 4 states in pertinent part: 

If construction or n~odification does not commence within 24 months of the date 
of the Council's Order approving the stipulated modification of this permit or 
construction is discontinued for a period of 24 months or more, in accordance 
with WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 2(h), the permit will become invalid. 

48. WAQSR Chapter 6. Section 2(h) states: 

A permit to construct or modify shall remain in effect until the permit to operate 
the facility for which the application was filed is granted or denied or the 
application is canceled. However, an approval to constmct or modie shall 
become invalid if construction is not commenced within 24 months after receipt 
of such approval or if construction is discontinued for a period of 24 months or 
more. The Administrator may extend such time period(s) upon a satisfactory 
showing that an extension is justified. 

49. As explained by DEQ in its letter to TEGP of August 2,2002: 

Actual on-site construction refers to physical on-site construction activities 
on a site specific emissions unit which are of a permanent nature such as 
placement of footings, pilings and other materials and equipment needed to 
support ultimate structures. 



50. The facts are uncontested that TEGP did not perform any significant physical. on- 

site constnlction of TWO Elk for 21 months or more after it pored the stack foundation in 2005. 

4 s  DEQ Administrator Da1.e Finley stated in his letter to TEGP of August 20, 2007: 

Because construction has been discontinued for a period of 24 months or more, 
DEQ/AQD Construction Permit No. CT-1352B has become invalid by operation 
of permit condition 3 and Chapter 6 Section 2(h) of the WAQSR. The expiration 
occurred automatically and did not require any action by DEQ/AQD to take effect. 

5 1. Nevertheless. on November 2 1,2007, based on a review of purported confidential 

business information provided by TEGP, DEQ Director John Corra reversed DEQ's prior 

determination that construction had been discontinued for 24 months or more. According to the 

November 2 1, 2007 Joint Stipulated Settlement Agreement filed in EQC Docket 07-2601 : 

[Tlhe DEQ/AQD reviewed TEGP's confidential business information and other 
documentation relating to (i) demolition, construction and relocation of an oil and 
gas pipeline operated by Belle Fourche Pipeline Company; (ii) construction of the 
required main access road; (iii) safety-related demolition, construction and 
reconditioning of an oil and gas well operated by Justice Oil Company; (iv) 
TEGP's binding and irrevocable contractual obligations relating to the Two Elk 
Plant and (v) other evidence of TEGP's past financial expenditures and ongoing 
financial and contractual commitments to the project including, without 
limitation, a large generator interconnection agreement with PacifiCorp to provide 
the transmission line capable of connecting the Two Elk Plant to the western 
transmission grid. and found that such confidential business information and other 
documentation collectively demonstrated that TEGP had not discontinued 
construction for a period of 24 months or more. 

52. None of the five types of activities identified in the November 2 1,2007 settlement 

agreement describe an3 physical. on-site construction of the Two Elk plant. Thus none of the 

facts described in the settlement agreement support a determination that TEGP was engaged in a 

continuous program of physical. on-site constmction of Two Elk bet~leen 2005 and 2007. 



53. Because Dt'Q's November 2 1.2007 reversal of its August 20.2007 determination 

was %%Tong as a matter of law and fact. and was based on alleged "confidential business 

information" that was not made available to either the public or the EQC. it should be ol~ertumed 

by the EQC. 

B, The EOC Should Find That TEGP Did Not Comn~ence Construction In 2005. 

54. In 2005 TEGP persuaded DEQ that by May 29,2005, it had commenced 

construction of the Two Elk facility within the meaning of Permit CT-1352B, condition 4, 

WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 4(a). and 40 C.F.R. Part 5 1.166(b)(9). The pertinent provisions of 

Perrnit CT- 135233. condition 4, state: 

To satisfy the condition that construction commence within 24 months, Two Elk 
Generation Partners. Limited Partnership (TEGP) shall, within 24 months: 

a) complete on-site construction of any one (1) of the following foundations: i) 
Main Boiler, ii) Main Stack, iii) Steam Turbine, or iv) Air Cooled Condenser, and 

b) enter into a binding written contract to purchase a site-specific main boiler or steam 
turbine, which is not contingent upon any additional notice to proceed or exercise of an 
option, etc. 

55. WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 4(a) states: 

"Commenced". as applied to construction of a major stationary source or major 
modification. means that the owner or operator has obtained a Constmction 
Permit required by Chapter 6. Section 2 and either has (i) begun, or caused to 
begin. a continuous program of actual on-site construction of the source or (ii) 
entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be 
canceled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to 
undertake a program of construction of the source to be completed within a 
reasonable time. 

56. 40 C.F.R. Part 5 1.166(b)(9) states: 

Comme~ce as applied to construction of a major stationaly source or major 
modificaiion means that the o m e r  or operator has all necessarq. preconstruction 



appro1;als or permits and either has: (i) Begun. or caused to begin, a continuous 
program of actual on-site construction of the source, to be completed within a 
reasonable time: or ( i i )  Entered into billding agreements or contractual 
obligations. which cannot be cancelled or modified without substantial loss to the 
owner or operator. to undertake a program of actual construction of the source to 
be completed within a reasonable time. 

57. As explained by DEQ in its letter to TEGP of August 2,2002: 

1. Actual on-site construction refers to physical on-site construction 
activities on a site specific emissions unit which are of a permanent nature 
such as placement of footings, pilings and other materials and equipment needed 
to support ultimate structures. There must be clear evidence (through 
contracts or otherwise) that construction of the entire facility will definitely 
go forward in a continuous manner. Activities such as site clearing, excavation 
work and road building will generally not satisfy the commence construction 
requirements. 

2. Contractual obligations to undertake a program of construction refers 
to a contractual obligation which is site specific as referenced above and which 
cannot be cancelled or modified without substantial loss. Contracts for non site 
specific equipment, such as boilers, will typically not suffice. The criteria for 
substantial loss is generally considered to be one which would exceed 10% of the 
total project cost. 

3. Reasonable time in the regulatory definition is intended to assure the 
permitting authority that the approval to go forward with construction, 
having been "commenced" as defined above, in a continuous manner is 
implemented. If construction is not commenced (in this case by August 20, 
2002) or if there is a break in construction of 24 months or more after construction 
has "commenced". the permit to construct is invalid. 

58. Because the facts now show that since TEGP pored a token stack foundation in 

2005 it has not proceeded with physical. on-site construction of Two Elk in a continuous rn 

Because TEGP failed to continue with construction after poring the stack foundation in 2005 its 

initial showing of commencement has no legitimacy. 

59. A runner uho puts on a bib and crosses the start line could be said, at that 

moment. to have "commenced" a race. Howex~er. if immediately after crossing the start line the 



runner leaves the course and spends the rest of the moming at Starbucks. the runner's behavior 

after crossing the start line dssrroys the "race commencement*? determination. The runner may 

have commenced to run, buthe never commenced to run the race because he never intended to 

run beyond anything but the start line. Similarly, history shows that while TEGP may have 

commenced to construct a stack foundation in 2005, it never commenced construction of the 

Two Elk plant (and it must not have been contractually obligated to do so) because it never 

followed the stack foundation work with a continuous program of physical, on-site work related 

to the stack foundation or any other permanent Two Elk structure. 

60. As shown above, the EQC should find that TEGP did not commence construction 

of Two Elk in 2005 and that. as a consequence, permit CT-1352B is invalid. 

C. The EOC Should Find DEO's Permit Modifications that Extended TEGP's 
Commence Construction Deadline By Over Three Years Invalid. 

61. Pursuant to WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 2(m), 

After the Administrator has reached a proposed decision based upon the 
information presented in the permit application to construct or modify, the 
Division of Air Quality will advertise such proposed decision in a newspaper of 
general circulation in the county in which the source is proposed. 

The public notice will include notification of the opportunity for a public hearing 
and will indicate the anticipated degree of increment consumption if the source is 
subject to Chapter 6. Section 4 of these Regulations. The public will be afforded a 
30-day period in which to make comments and recommendations to the Division 
of Air Quality. A public hearing may be called if sufficient interest is generated or 
if any aggriex-ed party so requests in writing within the 30-day comment period. 
After considering all comments, including those presented at any hearings held. 
the Administrator will reach a decision and notify the appropriate parties. 

62. When DEQ first extended TEGP's commence construction deadline in permit 



CT- 1352A for two j ears from Februav 1 7.2000. to Februaq 1 7.2002, the agencj- 

acknowledged its obligation to provide public notice and opportunity to comment regarding the 

modified permit pursuant to R'AQSR Chapter 6. Section 2(m). 

63. W e n  DEQ extended TEGP's Febmaq~ 17.2002 commence constmctior-t deadline 

in pemit CT-l35ZA for oIrer three years to May 29.2005. however, DEQ did not provide public 

notice and opportunitj~ to comment regarding the modified permit pursuant to WAQSR Chapter 

6, Section 2(m). 

64. When DEQ extended TEGP's February 17,2002 commence construction deadline 

in permit CT-1352A for over three years to May 29,2005, DEQ did not express any 

determination that TEGP had made a satisfactory showing that an extension was justified 

consistent with WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 2(h). 

65. Pursuant to the Wyoming Administrative Procedure Act, Wyo. Stat. § 16-3- 

114(c)(i)(D), agency action will be set aside if such action was taken "without observance of 

procedure required by law ." 

66. According to the Wyoming Supreme Court in Tri-State Generation and 

Transmission Assoc. v. En~~ironmenfcrl Quuliw Council, 590 P. 2d 1 324, 1 329 (1 978), *'[w]hen an 

agency has established general procedures it is bound to follow such procedures." 

67. The extensioll of a compliance deadline in a pemit amounts to a pemit 

modification that. unless established notice and comment requirements are followed. is not a 

"valid" modification. C'tiiighertsor? v. Chars. Anzericrm, Inc.. 9 1 3 F. Supp. 15 72. 1 5 80 (D.N.D. Ga. 

1995). 

68. Because DEQ's extension of the commence construction deadline in permit CT- 



1352A for over three years should have been preceded by public notice and opportunity to 

corn~ne~~t  as a permit modificatio~~ pursuant to WAQSR Chapter 6. Section 2(m). and because 

DEQ did not express any determination that TEGP had made a satisfactov showing that the 

extension was justified consistent with WAQSR Chapter 6, Section 2(h), the EQC should find 

such extension invalid as a matter of law. 

D. The EOC Should Require DEO to Release All Records Related To Two Elk. 

69. Pursuant to the Environmental Quality Act at Wyo. Stat. tj 3 5- 1 1 - 1 1 0 1 (a), "[alny 

records, reports or infomation obtained under this act or the rules, regulations and standards 

promulgated hereunder are available to the public." The only records that DEQ can lawfully 

refuse to disclose to the public consistent with Wyo. Stat. 5 35- 1 1 - 1 10 1 (a) are legitimate "trade 

secrets.'" 

70. Citizens made written requests to DEQ to review Two Elk documents on 

November 29 and 30.2007. DEQ has refused to allow citizens access to ~JIJ Two Elk 

documents in DEQ files as of the date of this filing. 

7 1. DEQ has made no showing that any of the records related to Two Elk would 

disclose trade secrets if released. The EQC should order DEQ to release to Citizens all Two Elk 

documents immediate1 y. 

V. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set h r th  above, the EQC should set aside DEQ's November 2 1,2007 

determination that TEGP did not discontinue construction of the Two Elk plant for 24 months or 

more. The EQC should also find that TEGP never legitimately commenced construction of the 

Two Elk plant in 2005. Although TEGP commenced construction of a stack foundation in 2005, 



TEGP never commenced construction of the Two Elk plant in 2005 because it has failed to 

perfom any additional on-site work related to the stack foundation or any other permanent Two 

Elk structure eyer since. The EQC should also find DEQ's extension of TEGP's 2002 

commence construction deadline by over three years amounted to an invalid permit modification 

that failed to follow public notice and comment requirements. Finally, the EQC should require 

DEQ to release all Two Ellc docun~ents to Citizens forthwith. 

7%- 
DATED this day of December, 2007. 
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